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The traditional satellite electrical power system (EPS) scheme is difficult to satisfy

the high power needs of the new generation synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellite.

In this paper, a novel dual-bus satellite EPS with high density, high efficiency, and

high reliability is proposed. The EPS consists a 30V fully-regulated bus and a 100V

unregulated bus. An isolated bi-direction DC/DC converter is used between the 42V

bus and the 100V bus. To validate the feasibility and effectiveness, a prototype of

the proposed EPS has been developed and tested.
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With the continuous capability promotion of the SAR satellite, the power

requirement continues to increase. The power demand of the platform load may

reach 2kW, and the payload peak power may exceed 20kW or even reach 50kW.

This raises a new problem for the EPS design of the new generation SAR satellite

operating in the low earth orbit. Moreover, the density, efficiency and reliability of the

EPS are need to be improved.

EPS Design

The 100V unregulated bus powers the SAR load, which usually works intermittently

depending on the satellite operation mode. The peak power absorbed from the

100V bus may reach 50kW. The solar array design is similar to the 30V bus, but the

working voltage is higher. The high power Lithium-ion battery cells with 10C～30C

high discharge rate are used to satisfy the peak power demand from the T/R power

supply. A Boost-type PCU is designed with the maximum power point tracking

(MPPT) technique. The incremental conductance method is implemented with

analog circuits to extract the maximum power of the solar array.

To ensure the EPS reliability and power quality, an isolated bi-direction DC/DC

converter is used between the 30V bus and the 100V bus. The DC/DC converter

provides needed current from one bus to the other according to the command

signal. To achieve high power conversion efficiency, the dual active bridge topology

and the phase-shifting modulation are adopted.

An EPS prototype has been developed according to the proposed design scheme.

Currently, the solar array simulator and battery simulator are used. It is expected

the power density of the solar array is about 150W/kg. The energy density of the

solid state Lithium-ion battery is about 230Wh/kg. The energy density of the high

power battery is about 130Wh/kg. From the test results, the power density of the

30V/2kW PCU is about 120W/kg. The tracking accuracy of the Boost-MPPT circuit

is about 99%, and the power conversion efficiency is greater than 95%. Moreover,

the efficiency of the isolated bi-direction DC/DC is better than 93%.

The proposed EPS has two power bus, a 30V fully-regulated bus and a 100V

unregulated bus, as shown in Fig 1.

The 30V fully-regulated bus powers the platform load, which usually consumes

constant power no more than 2kW. The low voltage bus is generated by the solar

array, high energy density Lithium-ion battery, and a integrated power conditioning

unit (PCU). The triple junction 32% solar cells with thinned substrates are selected,

and the semi-rigid solar array substrate is adopted to reduce the weight of the solar

array. The newly developed solid state Lithium-ion battery cells with energy density

of more than 300Wh/kg are used to improve the battery density significantly. A three-

port PCU is designed to promote the power density by integrating the function of

solar array regulation, battery charging and discharging in one power module.

Fig. 1 The proposed EPS structure
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